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Abstract: In this paper we have shown that the join of two or more complete bipartite graphs having one vertex set in common is 

graceful. The graph obtained by joining two or more ö�m graphs with the path �?is also proved to be graceful. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

J.A. Gallian[1] has given a dynamic survey of graph labeling. 

M. Maheo[2] has shown that the book 	�? has an �-labeling 

for all 5�  �-. J.A. Gallian and D.S. Jungreis[3] have 

discussed the labeling of stacked books. In this present paper 

we have fixed our focus on the join of the complete bipartite 

graphs öR!? (A! fixed) for any 5 and proved the resultant 

graph to be graceful. We have also discussed the join of two 

or more ö�m graphs with a path �?and proved it to be graceful. 

Definition 1.1 A graph ÷ � �ø�÷
! ��÷

 with Ì�vertices and 

Ù�edges is said to admit graceful labeling if8 ù �ø�÷
 ú
�D�!-!�! " ! ÙE�such that distinct vertices receive distinct 

numbers andD�8�%
 L 8�Ø
�û%Ø� � ���÷
E � � D-!�!�! " ! ÙE. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 

Theorem 2.1 The join of complete bipartite graphs having 

one vertex set in common is graceful. 

Proof: Consider two or more complete bipartite graphs say 

öR!? where A is same for all complete bipartite graphs 

whereas 5 can take different values. All the complete bipartite 

graphs under consideration are joined such that the complete 

bipartite graphs have one vertex set in common. Let the 

resultant graph have Ì vertices and Ù edges. The vertices in 

the common vertex set are denoted by Ø�! Ø ! Ø�! " ! Ø# where 

0 � A L -. The other vertices are denoted by % ! %�! %�! " ! %� 
where � � Ì L A. This larger graph is labeled gracefully by 

defining a function 8 as follows: 8ý�ø�÷
 �ú D�!-!�! " ! ÙE 
such that 

�8�Ø*
 � /! 8�9��� . �/� . �0 

8�%*
 � /�0 X -
! 8�9�-� . �/� . �� 
By using this definition of 8 the resultant graph can be labeled 

gracefully. 

Illustration 2.2 Consider the complete bipartite graphs 

ö�!�! ö�!�! ö�!�! ö�!�! ö�!�and join them together with the 

common vertex set. This graph is gracefully labeled by using 

Theorem-1 and is shown in Figure-1. 

 

The vertices Ø�! Ø ! Ø� and Ø� are labeled as �! -! � and �. The 

edges incident with Ø� are labeled as 

ü! �! -�! -þ! ��! �ü! ��! ��!� 
�þ! ü�! üü! ü�! ��! �þ! þ�! þü! þ�! ��! �þ! ��! 

��ü! ��! ��!�þ!-�� and -�ü; The edges incident with Ø  are 

labeled as �! �! --! -�! 
�-�! ��! ��! �-! ��! ��!ü�! ü�! �-! ��! ��! 

�þ�! þ�! �-! ��! ��! ��! ��! �-! ��! ���and -��; The edges 

incident with Ø� are labeled as �! þ! -�! -ü! -�! ��! �þ! ��! �ü! 
��! ü�! üþ! ��! �ü! ��! þ�! þþ! ��! �ü! ��!� 
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��! �þ!��! �ü! �� and -��\ The edges incident with Ø� are 

labeled as -! �! �! -�! 
�-�! �-! ��! ��!��!��! ü-! ü�! ü�! ��! ��!� 

þ-! þ�! þ�! ��! ��! �-! ��! ��! ��! ���and -�-. 

Theorem 2.3The graph obtained by joining the graphs 

ö�m(complementary of öR) for different values of A with the 

path �? is graceful. 

Proof:Consider a path �? and two or more graphs ö�m for 

different A. The larger graph is obtained by joining all the 

vertices of ö�m to each and every vertex of the path. The 

resultant graph consists of Ì vertices and Ù edges. We denote 

the vertices of the path graph asØ�! Ø ! Ø�! " ! Ø#where 

0 � 5 L -. The vertices of all ö�m are denoted as 

% ! %�! %�! " ! %� where � � Ì L 5. This resultant graph can be 

labeled gracefully by defining a function 8 as 

follows:�8ý�ø�÷
 ú D�!-!�! " ! ÙE such that 

8�Ø�
 � � 

for -� . �/� . �0, 

8�Ø*
 � � /
� ! ����8�9��Ø�5�/

�5 L -
 L F/ L -
� M ! 8�9�����/

± 

8�% 
 � �5 L - 

for �� . / . �! 
8�%*
 � 8�%*G 
 X 5 

By using the definition of8, we label the graph gracefully. 

Illustration 2.4 Consider the graph obtained by joining the 

path �� with ö�3,�ö� 5andö�4. We label this graph gracefully by 

using Theorem-2 and is shown in Figure-2. 

 

The vertices Ø�! Ø ! Ø� and Ø� are labeled as �! �! - and �. The 

edges Ø�Ø ! Ø Ø� and Ø�Ø� are labeled as �! � and�-. The 

edges incident with Ø� are labeled as 

�! --! -�! -�! ��! ��! �-! ��! ��! ü�! ü� and �-; the edges 

incident with Ø  are labeled as 

ü! �! -�! -þ! ��! �ü! ��! ��! �þ! ü�! üü andü�\ the edges 

incident with Ø� are labeled as 

þ! -�! -ü! -�! ��! �þ! ��! �ü! ��! ü�! üþ and �� and the edges 

incident with Ø� are labeled as �! �! -�! -�! �-! ��! ��! ��! ��! 
�ü-! ü� and ü�� 

3. CONCLUSION:THE JOIN OF TWO OR MORE 

Complete bipartite graphs at their common vertex set is 

graceful.We have proved that the graph obtained by joining 

two or more ö�m graphs with path �? is also labeled gracefully. 
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